Liz Parham
UX results for business and people
Strategic, lean UXR within agile product development
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How I work

In a nutshell

Brief

Understand

Explore

Conceptualise

Test

Need more
detail?
See my
double diamond
breakdown

UX toolbox
Lean UX is light on documentation, but spending time collaborating and
communicating findings is important.
Some of the typical activities and tools I use:

Activities
Heuristics

Tools
Online whiteboards (Miro,
Mural)

Usability tests

Deliverables
Quick wins
Wireframes

Paper prototypes
Interviews

Personas
Axure / Balsamiq

Observationals

Empathy Maps
UXPressia

Card-sorting

User journey maps
OptimalSort

Diary studies

Video highlights
EnjoyHQ (research repo)

Story-mapping

Research notes
Design Language Systems

Workshops
Jira

Special ingredients
culture

●
●
●
●
●

Enable UX with
ResearchOps
Mentoring and support
Strategic UXR
Retrospectives /learning
Positivity

creativity
communication

●
●
●
●

Multi-disciplinary
product team
Clients & stakeholders
Sharing insights little
and often
Jargon-free / inclusive

creativity

●
●
●
●
●

Design thinking
Safe spaces
Teamwork
Experimentation
Collaboration

CASE STUDIES

ce
Startup community and
marketplace
CASE STUDY #1

Increasing
engagement
Startup Marketplace

PROJECT OBJECTIVE: Increase engagement
along the length of the user journey for
a platform with 70,000 users.
ROLE: Sole UX support to the internal
team. UX strategy, wireframes, research
& recommendations.
CHALLENGES: Fast-paced, environment in
which priorities can change day-to-day
and work is implemented extremely
quickly.

My approach
Startup Marketplace - Increase Engagement

MY APPROACH
1.

Understand the business goals and culture

2.

Propose a series of actions:

-

Expert review (mobile and PC) for quick wins

-

Consult all available data sources (Hotjar, Analytics, team members)

-

User research (virtual focus groups and interviews)

-

Wireframes with Balsamiq & feedback on visual designs

-

User journey mapping

-

Personas update from findings

3. Frequent updates, even if small, to match the company
rhythm.

Approach
FOCUS GROUPS

QUICK WINS

REPO

JOURNEY & PERSONA

Startup Marketplace - Increase Engagement

Approach

●
●
●

Help focus and define
objectives
Guide method and approach
Identify takeaways

REPO

My role:
●
●
●
●

Identify need & propose
solution
Set up structure
Add research
Provide training

QUICK WINS

My role:

JOURNEY & PERSONA

FOCUS GROUPS

Startup Marketplace - Increase Engagement

My role:
●
●

Mock-up/collaborate in
Balsamiq or annotate
Conceptualise based on
research

My role:
●
●

●

Map out the user journey
Identify different
personas, touchpoints,
opportunities
Refresh/revise personas

Results
Startup Marketplace - Increase Engagement

RESULTS: I identified a number of areas
which, through quick wins in content and
email sequences, could keep users moving
through the funnel.
These included:
●

●
●

A lack of CTAs in certain touchpoints
(e.g. webinars) meant there were gaps
in the funnel.
Improvements to signposting on landing
pages. What can I do here? “WIIFM”
Noting users’ expectations were
influenced by other online communities;
highlighting the need to either align
with standard practices or guide the
user more clearly in certain areas.

REFLECTION: Uncovering the North
Star Metric defined for the
business as a whole was vital to
focus on useful and relevant UX
improvements.
A combined approach, looking at the
big picture using UX expertise,
stakeholder conversations, Hotjar
data, analytics, and user research
helped focus design decisions.
The user journey map was essential as
a conversation tool and to identify
opportunities that affected different
teams (e.g. marketing emails, website
content or engineering).

In addition ...creating a research repository
Startup Marketplace - Increase Engagement

NEED OBSERVED: Within the team, frequent communication with users was
not necessarily harnessed. Research was sometimes inadvertently
repeated some months apart or knowledge lost through a lack of an
identified home or need for it, (common issues).
ACTION: I proposed setting up a research repository to capture notes
from impromptu conversations, research and emails.
SOLUTION: I used EnjoyHQ as this enables emails to be forwarded
easily, projects to be set up and notes to be dropped in quickly; all
necessary in this fast-paced,lean environment. I set up the initial
projects, categories and tags and gave a training session to encourage
uptake.
RESULT: Highlighting and tagging make this repo searchable. This means
when research is proposed, the team can conduct secondary research to
see what is already recorded and go deeper or wider in scope instead
of repeating similar studies.

CASE STUDY #2

Concept
validation

PROJECT OBJECTIVE: Background: Reduce
the administrative burden of city
councils through a self-service portal.
Validate the conceptual prototype.
ROLE: Run the UX project from
recruitment through to sharing findings.
Sole UX/UXR working with engineering.
CHALLENGES:
●

Local Government

●
●
●

Users’ needs unclear and yet the
prototype had been built (in code)
Resistance/change in culture to
test with users
Shoestring budget
Service design element that goes
beyond the portal

My approach
Local Government - Concept Validation

APPROACH:
Gain clarity on user needs and expectations to
inform design and business decisions by involving
users in the design process.
Keep things simple because:
●
●

Testing with users was a first for this
organisation
Future user involvement depended on showing the
value of a user-centred approach

Approach

2. REDESIGN

1.

QUICK WINS

Local Government - Concept Validation
An immediate
benefit from
hearing about
users’
situations in
their own words
were the quick
wins easily
identified.

Areas of
ambiguity and
causes of stress
were soon
highlighted as
priorities for
redesign -->
reducing clients’
stress, as well
as the demand for
customer service.

Approach

4. PROCESSES

3. USER CONTEXT

Local Government - Concept Validation

Extracting
personas
enabled
conversations
away from
personal
opinion and
supported
decision
making.

Talking to
users helped
inform and
produce an
impact map and
extract
expectations.

Results
Local Government - Concept Validation

RESULTS:
●
●

●

Usability studies led to new directions (immediate as
well as longer-term) for the interface being assessed.
However, greater clarity in team decision-making was
created through the UCD process from the information
extracted.
Regular testing became part of process and helped
shaped the portal!

REFLECTIONS:
●

●

Tried and tested methods, kept simple and low-key,
support cultural transformation rather than rocking
the boat!
Good communication and stakeholder dialogue are
essential.

CASE STUDY #3

Complex
interactive
visualizations
UX process for B2B apps

OBJECTIVE: Validate and iterate on
highly-visual, time-dependent B2B or
scientific products.
ROLE: Define UX approach UX/R lead and user advocate on B2B or
other complex visualisations.
CHALLENGES: Axure or similar are not
sufficient to test or evolve an app with
vast amounts of intricate
visualizations, data and interactions
that update in real time.
How can you evolve and test these
designs efficiently and effectively?
This is the challenge!

My approach
Complex visualizations - Improve and test

Standard UX mock-up testing does not work
beyond the initial concept stage for
certain legacy and digital products, -such
as B2B or scientific ones, - that draw on
vast amounts of data to display
information in real time. The true
complexity, high number of events being
displayed at any one time cannot be
captured or therefore assessed.

The “real” product would be affected by
performance and real-time interactions.
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Approach
Complex visualizations - Improve and test

These products, if they pass each stage, need to move faster through the double diamond from sketch to code (alpha) - to get a realistic assessment of user and product success.

Results
Complex visualizations - Improve and test

RESULTS:
●

Good results were achieved by using code in early prototypes:
○
either a validation of the alpha version (the value of the offering is high
enough or unique enough in spite of relatively suboptimal performance levels).
○
Or pivoting. This fast approach enables products to fail fast.

REFLECTIONS:
●
●
●
●

Recognising when you cannot do more with static visuals or Wizard of Oz helps build
credible solutions.
It is essential to have clear goals defined, a multidisciplinary team, users for
testing available and agreement on what is “good enough”.
Avoid diminishing returns from numerous iterations or tests with mock-ups.
Users can give feedback at different stages for different aspects (concept >
comprehension > fitness for purpose), but fitness for purpose cannot be assessed
without weighing up performance tradeoffs.

SUMMARY

Iterative design, testing and reﬁning throughout double diamond
Discovery

Define

Develop

Deliver

Conceptualize

Validate & refine

Quality check

Big picture

Includes one or more of:

Typically means:

Did we achieve it?

Hi-fi wireframes

Metrics & hypotheses

+Working closely with visual
design / Front-end

Testing with users

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Stakeholders
User research
Business goals
Product assumptions
Requirements
Data
Hypotheses
Current situation
Competitors

●
●
●
●
●
●

Design thinking
Sketching
Lo-fi wireframes
Cross-sector
inspiration
Mood boards
Co-creation

Stakeholder review
Testing hypotheses, concepts
or designs - how will we know
when we’ve done it?
Iterate

Performance meets
expectation
Client & Stakeholders
Working closely with Visual
design, Front-end, Backend

retrospective

Understand

Thank you
Fin
Liz Parham

Lizparham.co.uk
Connect on LinkedIn

